There is much debate about how humans' decision-making compares with that of other primates. One way to explore this is to compare species' performance using identical methodologies in games with strategical interactions. We presented a computerized Assurance Game, which was either functionally simultaneous or sequential, to investigate how humans, rhesus monkeys and capuchin monkeys used information in decision-making. All species coordinated via sequential play on the payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium, indicating that information about the partner's choice improved decisions. Furthermore, some humans and rhesus monkeys found the payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium in the simultaneous game, even when it was the first condition presented. Thus, Old World primates solved the task without any external cues to their partner's choice. Finally, when not explicitly prohibited, humans spontaneously used language to coordinate on the payoff-dominant Nash equilibrium, indicating an alternative mechanism for converting a simultaneous move game into a sequential move game. This phylogenetic distribution implies that no single mechanism drives coordination decisions across the primates, while humans' ability to spontaneously use language to change the structure of the game emphasizes that multiple mechanisms may be used even within the same species. These results provide insight into the evolution of decision-making strategies across the primates.
INTRODUCTION
Along with the dispositions to trust and reciprocate, and the propensity to exchange, the human ability to coordinate activities is a pillar upon which the flourishing of the species is built. The ability of two individuals to coordinate (literally to mutually arrange) an activity presupposes, first, that two individuals cognize that the outcomes of their actions are interdependent. Second, successful coordination assumes a shared attention and agreement on the ends to be achieved by mutually arranging a pair's activities. Within the Pleistocene tribe or the modern small group of family, friends and neighbours, these conditions are almost trivially met as personally known individuals share the habits, knowledge and beliefs about the methods and possibilities necessary to coordinate successfully. But what happens when modern strangers face a novel task of playing a simple 2 Â 2 normal-form game (NFG) of coordination? How well can the personally unknown extend to each other the assumptions of interdependent decisions and agreement on the ends? As van Huyck et al. [1] suggested, not as robustly as we might hubristically expect. The question then becomes more interesting when posed of our primate relatives. Do we share the ability to cognize actions as interdependent and to share attention on the ends achieved?
There is little research addressing the question, but what there is indicates that several primates may share these abilities with humans. For instance, in one Ultimatum Game study with chimpanzees [2] , the apes' decisions were dissimilar from human-typical behaviour [3] . However, a subsequent study found that the protocol designed for chimpanzees led to a similar outcome in humans [4] . Our previous work investigated the Assurance Game, which is a well-known model of social interactions [5] . We found that while humans found payoff-dominant outcomes more readily than did either capuchin monkeys or chimpanzees, pairs of all species were able to find these outcomes, indicating that selection has favoured similar outcomes (if not similar cognitive mechanisms) across these three primates [6] . Moreover, we found that chimpanzees with greater experience in cognitive testing found the payoff-dominant outcome far more readily than did chimpanzees with little or no cognitive testing experience, indicating that, as with humans, experience may play a role in outcomes.
For the current study, we chose to investigate the Assurance Game using a computerized methodology. This provided a number of advantages for further research. First, there is a long history in comparative research suggesting that the format in which one presents the same kind of task to non-human animals can have radical effects on performance. For example, spatial discontiguity between response loci and stimuli was recognized as an obstacle to learning in animals [7] [8] [9] . However, training primates to use a joystick gets past that problem of discontiguity and produces markedly different patterns of results [10, 11] , and the same may be true for performance in economic games. Thus, comparing our previous results to those from a computer task may help to highlight factors that affect decision-making.
Another advantage of a computerized task is the abundance of data with respect to other cognitive abilities that are relevant. This allows us to not only consider a priori whether species might be able to solve the task, but if our predictions are proved false to reconsider how the subjects might perceive the game. Considering cognitive mechanisms, success in the game seems to require, at minimum, an ability to respond flexibly (e.g. contingent upon one's partner's decisions) and, related to this, an ability to inhibit (e.g. avoid the temptation of a short-term payoff). Considering first the role of phylogenetically widespread learning mechanisms, a number of primate species, including the rhesus monkeys and capuchin monkeys who participated in the current study, have shown substantial behavioural flexibility in responding to game-like tasks presented on computer screens. These include tasks that involve behavioural inhibition, tracking of relative rates of reward for different responses, and even information-seeking behaviour [12 -15] . These skills, along with the monkeys' clear interest in maximizing their food intake during these tasks, indicate that comparative assessments of cooperation using computer tasks are likely to provide compelling data for understanding the emergence of cooperation in humans.
However, despite equivalent performance on basic learning tasks (e.g. two choice discrimination and learning set tasks), not all primates are equally adept at performing higher-level cognitive tasks. Relevant to this task, rhesus monkeys, but not capuchin monkeys, show evidence for metacognitive monitoring during psychophysical judgement tasks [16] and information-seeking paradigms [17] . This suggests a species difference in monitoring ongoing performance. Thus emerges a potentially important way to determine which cognitive mechanisms are important; it is possible that rhesus and capuchins would do equally well on games of coordination where contingencies for responses are clearly presented (that is, in a situation similar to a basic learning task), while diverging in performance when immediate cues are not present. Finally, it is possible, although we think unlikely, that even higher-order cognitive mechanisms are involved, such as theory of mind, which could be activated in this case owing to the social nature of the task. If this is the case, we expect humans to outperform the other species [18] , despite some basic perspective abilities that have been seen in rhesus monkeys [19] . Thus, testing these species on the Assurance Game may shed light on not only performance levels, per se, on the game, but also the nature of the game itself from the perspective of the individuals playing it.
To explore these issues in more detail, we here investigated the role of information in coordination decisions among three primate species: humans (Homo sapiens), rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) and capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella). We redesigned the typical NFG methodology [1,20 -22] specifically to work across species, holding the methodology as constant as possible (see §2 for details). We had two hypotheses for the current work. First, based on our prior results with the exchange version of the task, we expected all species to be capable of successfully navigating the task, but we predicted that a higher percentage of human pairs would find the payoff-dominant outcome when compared with the monkey species. Our second hypothesis was that outcomes would change as the task parameters varied. Specifically, we predicted that if pairs could see each other's choices prior to making a decision, the task could be solved by a cognitively simpler matching rule, meaning that all species would perform equally well. On the other hand, we predicted that in the situation in which their partners' choices were not available, higherorder mechanisms might be required, separating the species based on their aptitude at the tests of cognitive abilities we proposed above as relevant to this task (that is, humans performing better than the other primates).
METHODS
(a) General methods (i) The Assurance Game The game we used was a common game of coordination called the Assurance Game, sometimes referred to as the Stag Hunt Game. The reward structure was such that mutual Stag play was the most beneficial (four units each), mutual Hare play resulted in a low payoff (one unit each) and the uncoordinated payoff of playing Stag when one's partner plays Hare was unrewarded, while the individual who played Hare received one unit. This game has two pure strategy Nash equilibria: (Stag, Stag), which is the payoff-dominant equilibrium (the outcome that maximizes payoff to both individuals), and (Hare, Hare), the outcome which is payoff-dominated. This well-known coordination game is interesting to economists because strategical uncertainty plays a key role in the selection of the equilibrium, yet the players' objectives are aligned (for a summary, see [21] ). In the Assurance Game, the objectives may be the same (Stag, Stag), but the question of strategical interest is how sure a given player is that the other player will play Stag when he or she plays Stag. Evidence from coordination game experiments with humans indicate that the payoffdominant equilibrium is not a focal point with repeated interactions, as in van Huyck et al. [1] , nor with anonymous play with different individuals, as in Cooper et al. [23] . 1 We explicitly incorporated a number of features common to non-human studies but different from traditional NFG experiments with humans to facilitate cross-species comparisons. First, subjects received no verbal instruction or pre-testing so that individuals had to discover the payoff structure during the course of the game (note that there were only two options from which to choose, and thus four possible outcomes). Second, all subjects, including humans, had participated in other experiments in the laboratory prior to this study, so they were aware that decisions would result in tangible rewards (e.g. food or cash). Third, subjects were paid on a trial-by-trial basis, in case the immediacy of receiving rewards on each trial affected behaviour. Fourth, for most treatments (see exception below), subjects sat directly next to one another and were not anonymous, so subjects could potentially communicate [24, 25] (we saw no attempts to communicate between the primates). Fifth, neither humans nor rhesus monkeys received any pre-tests designed to assess Assurance Game understanding, so all subjects, including humans, had to discover the payoff structure during the course of the game. Capuchins had previously participated in an exchange-based version of the task [6] , but had no additional training. Finally, we manipulated whether they could see their partners' decisions to investigate how information affected decision-making.
(ii) General computerized design Decisions were made by choosing one of two icons on each side of a split computer screen, one of which represented Stag (a red square) and one of which represented Hare (a blue circle). Icons were presented in a vertical distribution, with the order of presentation randomized both across trials and across individuals within the same trial. Subjects of all species made a choice using a joystick. We chose to study their behaviour as naturally as possible, and so did not constrain the order of play or the timing of decisions. Once both subjects had made a choice, each subject received (or not) rewards dependent on both what they chose and what their partner chose, following the payoff structure of the assurance experiment.
There were two conditions: Synchronous, in which subjects did not know what their partner had chosen until both choices were complete, and Asynchronous, in which decisions were revealed as they were made (e.g. subjects potentially had information about their partners' responses). To block any information transfer in the Synchronous condition, the joystick itself was occluded and the cursor did not move; when the joystick was manipulated, both options and the cursor disappeared simultaneously, and both subjects' choices were displayed simultaneously once both decisions had been made. Thus it was, to our knowledge, impossible to determine the partner's behaviour by observation in this procedure, other than knowing that one's partner had made a choice. In the Asynchronous game, the procedure was identical, except that choices were displayed as they were made, so that their partner could see their choice and potentially use the information when making their decision.
(iii) Non-human primates All non-human primates were socially housed at the Language Research Center of Georgia State University. Rhesus monkeys were all adult males who were moved to a specially designed paired testing area. Capuchin monkeys were socially housed in multi-male, multi-female social arrangements and voluntarily separated into an adjacent cage for testing, to limit distractions. Only adults were tested, always with members of their social group, and in multiple pairings from within the same social group whenever possible. No individual was ever food-or water-deprived for testing. During test sessions, pairs did not always finish a trial block, and pairs completed different numbers of blocks during each testing session. Thus, the number of trials varied across both pairs and sessions.
The capuchins and the rhesus monkeys were used to somewhat different testing schedules, so to avoid changing their schedules and causing unnecessary stress, we initially proceeded using their typical schedules. Rhesus monkeys were given 6 h testing sessions consisting of 60-trial blocks with a 30 min interval between blocks. Pairs could complete as many trial blocks as they chose. Capuchins were initially given a single 40-trial session per day, as per their norm, but of four pairs, only one achieved the Stag-Stag outcome in the Asynchronous version, and even this pair did not maintain it. We then implemented a more rhesus-like schedule, except with 2 h test sessions (they became agitated if left in their testing cages for any longer), at which point all reached the Stag-Stag outcome. For more detail, see the electronic supplementary material.
The non-human primates did require some training to learn using the split screen (a novel experimental feature) and to make choices within the same time frame. This occurred through a two-stage training process. First, two monkeys worked together to learn that they had to both hit a single target on their side of the screen before both would receive a food pellet. Then, they had to progress to a point where they would make those same responses within a 5 s window from the initial presentation of a trial. Note that these training stimuli were not those used in the Assurance Game, and there was no choice behaviour on the part of the primates. There was only one icon on the computer screen, which could be contacted with the cursor. This training was used to teach them which half of the screen presented their choices (and outcomes), and to teach them that they needed to respond relatively quickly when a trial was presented. This training assured that, at minimum, subjects knew that (i) rewards were not given without both individuals making a response and (ii) they could control only their cursor. Although, of course, we cannot know how the monkeys actually interpreted the task, we do know they at least understood how to generate responses that might bring rewards, and what limitations had been imposed.
Capuchin monkeys. Based on our previous research [6] , we knew that the capuchins would have more difficulty with the task than did the humans. Thus, we started all capuchins with the Asynchronous version of the task and, once they had learned it, gave them the Synchronous version. The subjects had far more difficulty with this, so to verify that they were still able to do the basic task, we repeated the Asynchronous version. Finally, we repeated the Synchronous version to see if the extensive experience had increased their skill level.
Rhesus monkeys. Half of the rhesus monkeys were started on the Synchronous and half with the Asynchronous version. All of the subjects on the Synchronous version succeeded, and so we did not return them to the Asynchronous version (see §3 and table 2). Subjects that started on the Asynchronous version were subsequently run on the Synchronous version.
(iv) Humans Undergraduate subjects were recruited from the general student body at Chapman University, Orange, CA, USA. Subjects were randomly recruited via an email system and paid $7 for showing up on time, plus what they earned in the experiment. Each subject had participated in at least one economic experiment sometime prior to this session (participating in a previous study involving NFG experiments or the Assurance Game disqualified individuals as a participant) so that they had experience with receiving actual payment for their decisions in this laboratory. No subject participated in more than one pairing or more than one version of the task.
The humans' only instruction on the Synchronous treatment was limited to the following six points: -Have you participated in an economic experiment before?
(Both must reply with a 'yes' to participate.) -In this experiment, you will be making decisions using a joystick attached to a computer. Use the left thumb pad to make a decision. -As the experiment progresses, you may be paid in quarters by the machines next to your computer. -Please collect the coins in the yellow cups provided so as to not clog up the machines. -These are the only instructions you will receive in the experiment. Once the experiment begins, the experimenter will not be allowed to answer any questions until the experiment is over. -Do you have any questions before the experiment begins?
Subjects initially began with the Synchronous task, as described above. Pairs of participants, who were the only two individuals in the room, sat next to one another at a single computer and used a joystick. The lack of anonymity enhances the likelihood of achieving the Pareto-dominant outcome. Pairs received payment in quarters (from a coin dispenser, an analogue to the primates' pellet dispenser) and payoffs were in the same ratios as those of the monkeys (accumulated coins were converted into large bills at the conclusion of the experiment). However, the results of this game indicated that language was an important characteristic in determining the pairs' outcomes (see §3 for details), thus a true comparison between the conditions could not be done. While we could have simply asked participants not to talk with each other during the game, this differed from the other primates, who could communicate to the fullest extent of their abilities, and may have led to an awkward social environment. Thus, we instead investigated the Synchronous/ Asynchronous comparison using an alternative procedure.
This procedure was based on a typical NFG procedure with a 2 Â 2 matrix of payoffs and strategies. For the NFG treatments, the game and payoffs were the same; however, participants were isolated at individual study carrels playing on their own computer against an anonymous opponent drawn from among the other participants in the room. To hide who was partnered with whom, rewards accumulated and were paid out at the end of the session, rather than using a coin dispenser after each decision (the noise from coin dispensers would have served as a cue). As with the monkeys, in the NFG Synchronous version, both partners' choices were displayed simultaneously to both players after both decisions had been made, while in the NFG Asynchronous version choices were displayed to both players as they were made. As an additional benefit, having results in a traditional NFG procedure allowed us to see how our Synchronous results with humans compared with typical NFG experimental procedures (e.g. involving instruction).
(v) Synchronous version Fifty-two undergraduate subjects participated in the study in pairs (i.e. in 26 separate sessions).
(vi) Normal-form game synchronous and normal-form game asynchronous versions One hundred and eighteen undergraduate subjects were recruited by the same protocols above, except that 12-24 people participated at the same time. Fifty-eight people in three sessions of 22, 24 and 12 participated in the NFG Synchronous treatment and 60 people in three sessions of 24, 24 and 12 participated in the NFG Asynchronous treatment. The subjects were simultaneously seated in a computer laboratory at visually isolated carrels and instructed not to talk to one another. They then read self-paced instructions on how to participate in the experiment. These subjects were privately paid their total accumulated earnings at the conclusion of the experiment; they did not receive payment as they made each decision to avoid possible cuing to one's partner's identity.
(vii) Statistics
Statistics are non-parametric owing to small sample sizes. Primate results are based on individual analyses, while for humans we include both individual analyses and inferential statistics that allow generalizations about the population. This difference in approach is because fewer monkeys were available for the study, as few are sufficiently well trained for computerized testing. All statistics are two-tailed. Note that in many cases both x 2 and Fisher's exact tests were impossible owing to the large number of cells with zero values. Thus, to determine whether a pair showed a pattern in their decision-making, we considered it meaningful if the subject showed an 80 per cent or greater preference for one of the four options (for the pair; chance was actually 25% in this case) or one of the two options (for the individual; chance is 50%). This percentage is significant for a binomial test for 20 trials and, as all of our subjects had at least 40 trials (and for pairs, chance was 25%, not 50%), this represented a conservative estimate for what constituted a significant pattern to their decision-making.
RESULTS (a) Non-human primate results
Both monkey species did very well in the Asynchronous task. All capuchins began with the Asynchronous version owing to previous results indicating that they would have trouble finding the payoff-dominant outcome [6] . One pair reached the payoff-dominant outcome in our initial 40-trial sessions and the other three did so when switched to 60-trial sessions (see §3). Three of the rhesus monkey pairs (composed of four unique individuals) first played the Asynchronous game. Two reached the 80 per cent Stag-Stag criterion within a single session (table 2) and the third pair did so in the second session.
Despite this similarity, the monkeys differed in their outcomes in the Synchronous task. None of the capuchin pairings showed any preference for playing Stag-Stag (or any other outcome) when tested in a novel pairing on the Synchronous task. To see if this was due to a lack of understanding of the task, we reran the Asynchronous version with the capuchins. Eight monkeys were paired in multiple pairings (with a range of 1-3 partners per individual; table 1) for a single session consisting of as many trials as they chose to complete in 2 h (mean ¼ 253 trials). All but one pair chose Stag-Stag at least 80 per cent of the time (range: 80.6-96.1%; table 1) and the exceptional pair chose Stag-Stag 71 per cent of the time. Nonetheless, when retested on the Synchronous task, outcomes remained poor. Stag-Stag was maintained in only one of the five pairs that had been tested together previously (table 1) . Intriguingly, the exceptional pair showed the lowest frequency of Stag-Stag outcomes in the Asynchronous test, and the pair that had not previously been tested together also more often played the StagStag outcome (table 1). Note that capuchins' poor performance occurred despite both previous experience Coordination games across primates S. F. Brosnan et al. 1525 with the Assurance Game and introductory experience in the presumably easier Asynchronous version of the game.
On the other hand, the two pairs of rhesus monkeys that were tested first on the Synchronous version quickly found the Stag-Stag outcome. Although it took them slightly longer to reach the 80 per cent criterion than the pairs that played the Asynchronous version first, both pairs did so within four trial blocks, and at the same frequency as those pairs that first played the Asynchronous version (table 2). Note that they accomplished this despite never having had the opportunity to match a partner's play after having seen it, ruling out this simple associative mechanism.
Finally, the two rhesus pairs that showed the highest frequency of Stag-Stag choices in the Asynchronous game were subsequently given the opportunity to play the Synchronous version. One pair maintained a preference for playing Stag-Stag, while the other started at a lower level of Stag-Stag choices and subsequently declined further. This seemed to be primarily owing to one individual who began preferentially choosing Hare. Thus at least one pair was able to maintain the Stag-Stag outcome when switched to the Synchronous task. ; table 3) , not a single pair spoke about the game (henceforth, noncommunicators), while among the 22 pairs who spoke about the game (henceforth, communicators), every pair ultimately settled on Stag-Stag, choosing it in at least seven of the last 10 choices (13 pairs did so on every one of these choices). One-third of communicators chose Stag-Stag a minimum of 80 per cent of the time overall (range: 32-39 Stag-Stag choices) and more than half (55%) did so at least 70 per cent of the time. No non-communicators ever played Stag-Stag, indicating that they did not explore the decision space as thoroughly as did the other pairs (or the monkeys).
Given the larger human sample size, we can consider variation using inferential statistics. The overall payoff between communicators and non-communicators differed by a factor of 3 (independent samples Mann-Whitney U-test, p , 0.001, mean + s. hand, among non-communicators, the payoffs increased across these quartiles only because the decrease in number of Stag choices stabilized payoffs at one quarter for each individual by the fourth quartile (Wilcoxon signedranks test, p ¼ 0.039, quartile 1 mean + s.e.: $0.44 + 0.01; quartile 2: $0.50 + 0.00). Thus, sociality is not synonymous with coordination; humans had to actually discuss the game in order to benefit from language. Moreover, humans were not intrinsically better than the other primates at the Synchronous condition. They appeared to use communication to turn the Synchronous game into an asynchronous game, giving humans an additional mechanism for coordination. Based on these results, humans played the NFG Synchronous and NFG Asynchronous versions using a more traditional NFG set-up that prohibited discussion (see §2). One-third (10 of 30) of the pairs in the NFG Asynchronous game chose Stag-Stag at least 80 per cent of the time. Intriguingly, an additional four of these pairs chose Hare-Hare 80 per cent or more (and one other did so 78% of the time), an outcome that we never saw in either of the monkey species. This could indicate that the non-human primates are more likely to explore the decision space than are humans, or that humans are more likely to persevere on responses that are rewarding. In the NFG Synchronous game, only four (14%) pairs chose Stag-Stag this often, while 10 (35%) pairs chose Hare-Hare. Thus, the frequency of Stag-Stag and Hare-Hare choices flipped between the two conditions.
Considering the data quantitatively, the overall payoffs do not differ between the games (Mann-Whitney U-test, z ¼ 1.47, p ¼ 0.14), although there is a non-significant trend for the players in the NFG Asynchronous game to earn more by the fourth period than do players in the NFG Synchronous game (Mann-Whitney U-test, z ¼ 1.85, p ¼ 0.0643). Moreover, the number of Stag-Stag choices was greater in the NFG Asynchronous treatment than in the NFG Synchronous treatment (Mann-Whitney U-test, z ¼ 1.9, p ¼ 0.0574), and twice as many partnerships failed to ever play Stag-Stag in the NFG Synchronous when compared with the NFG Asynchronous treatment (10/29 versus 5/30). Considering the games individually, participants showed a trend towards playing Stag-Stag more often than Hare-Hare in the NFG Asynchronous game (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, z ¼ 1.86, p ¼ 0.0624), but not the NFG Synchronous version (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, z ¼ 0.46, p ¼ 0.6818). Subjects improved over the course of both treatments, earning more money in the fourth quartile than in the first (NFG Asynchronous: Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, z ¼ 4.26, p , 0.001 NFG Synchronous: z ¼ 3.42, p ¼ 0.0006).
Nonetheless, as with the other two primate species, humans were better at finding the payoff-dominant outcome when an opportunity to coordinate was presented (e.g. sequential play).
Finally, comparing humans' results from the non-human primate format (which was the Synchronous treatment) to the NFG Synchronous format, the pairs' payoffs were higher when they could talk (mean payoffs for the Synchronous treatment: $1.63; NFG Synchronous treatment: $1.07; Mann-Whitney U-test, z ¼ 2.62, p ¼ 0.0087). On the other hand, by the end of the game, subjects did equally well when they could see each other's decision as it was made as when they could talk (comparing fourth quartile payoffs in the Synchronous and NFG Asynchronous treatments; MannWhitney U-test, z ¼ 1.00, p ¼ 0.3179; table 3). Thus, subjects were equally able to use language or sequential moves without language to coordinate on the Stag-Stag outcome and achieve the same level of payoffs across procedures.
(c) Does finding Stag-Stag mark a change in behaviour? The above results assess individuals' tendency to find the coordinated, Stag-Stag solution. That is, to what degree do they explore the problem space and encounter Stag-Stag as an option? A second way to consider these data is to determine the frequency with which they played Stag-Stag after having found it for the first time. Considering first the monkeys, there is no evidence that finding Stag-Stag was sufficient to alter their behaviour. Among capuchins, no pair ever had a single trial block (60 trials) in which they did not play Stag-Stag at least once (see electronic supplementary material, results for details), yet despite this not a single pair was able to successfully solve the Synchronous version of the task. Rhesus monkeys similarly played Stag-Stag in every trial block, yet it was rare for a pair to settle on Stag-Stag before the third trial block (see electronic supplementary material, results for details).
Humans showed a similar pattern. In the Asynchronous task, most players who found Stag-Stag did so quickly (within the first four trials), yet only three (12%) of these pairs played nothing but Stag-Stag after finding it. In the Synchronous task, no pair ever exclusively played Stag-Stag after finding it (for details of both conditions, see electronic supplementary material, results). Thus, we find clear indication that in neither of the two computerized conditions do pairs' payoffs change meaningfully after finding the first Stag-Stag outcome, indicating that these results cannot be explained by a lack of knowledge about the payoff matrix. Similarly, sitting next to one's partner did not affect the frequency Table 3 . Human preferences across the three games. Earnings measure the mean earnings per trial for the pair, and so range from 0.25 (one individual earned a quarter from playing Hare and their partner earned nothing from playing Stag) to 2.0 (both earned a dollar from playing Stag). An average of 0.5 means that both played Hare on every trial. with which individuals stayed on the Stag-Stag payoff. Of the 22 pairs that played Stag-Stag at some point, only one played nothing else after finding that outcome. Four additional pairs played Stag-Stag all but one or two times, possibly indicating that they were either jointly exploring the parameter space or individually exploring potentially increased outcomes (see electronic supplementary material, results).
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that generalizing the decision-making outcomes of primates into one in which species are 'better' or 'worse' than others is not sufficiently nuanced. Instead, we find that the results vary in interesting ways depending on context. Considering our second hypothesis first, all species were able to more easily solve the task in the Asynchronous than in the Synchronous conditions. Although these studies were explicitly designed to investigate outcomes, not mechanism, we are able to use these results to posit necessary mechanisms. Thus, it seems probable that this boost in performance was due to the availability of simple rules, such as matching-to-sample [26] , which could not be used in the Synchronous task since the partner's behaviour was hidden. This indicates that it is possible to solve this task with a suite of fairly simple behavioural mechanisms. We also note that, without other data, this would indicate phylogenetic continuity among the primates, and thus, when considered with the Synchronous results, emphasizes the utility of using multiple methods to assess behaviour and cognition.
On the other hand, not all species were able to solve the Synchronous task. No pair of capuchin monkeys ever solved this task, even after experience (successfully) solving the Asynchronous task. Thus, the capuchins' inability in the Synchronous pairing was not due to a failure to understand the task outcomes. Instead, we think that the best explanation for the decline in performance in the Synchronous task is probably related to the fact that they could no longer see their partners' decisions and use a simple strategy such as matching. These results also imply that the one pair's success in the previous, exchange version [6] was probably due to the fact that they could see their partners' choices. On the other hand, some rhesus monkeys and humans found the payoff-dominant outcome in the Asynchronous task, and required very few trials in order to do so. Thus, Old World primates outperformed New World primates, rather than humans outperforming non-humans.
This has several very important implications when considering the mechanisms required to solve the Assurance Game. First, of course, the task can be solved using fairly simple learning-based mechanisms when appropriate cues are available (e.g. the Asynchronous task). Second, the high performance of both rhesus and humans implies that the presence of theory of mind is not required. Although one can see how the ability to predict one's partner's behaviour would be useful, it seems the task can be solved without it. It will be interesting to see whether this remains true in more complex games that lack a mutually beneficial payoff-dominant outcome. Finally, in the absence of cues, it seems likely that other more complex cognitive abilities are required to solve the task. We note that these results are particularly strong given our choice of a New World monkey species. Capuchins have an unusually large (for a monkey) brain-to-body ratio [27] , a general high ability in cooperative tasks [28, 29] , and equal rhesuses in many learning tasks (see §1). Any of these might have led to the prediction that capuchins would cluster with the Old World monkeys, even if uniquely among New World primates. On the other hand, despite the capuchins' apparent advantages (for solving this task) over other New World monkeys, cognitive differences favouring rhesus monkeys over capuchins have been seen in other recent tasks involving higher-order cognitive abilities, such as metacognition [16, 30] .
Our final intriguing result is that outcomes in these games (and, in particular, the inefficiencies in decisionmaking) were based on an inability to coordinate on the payoff-dominant outcome, not an inability to locate it owing to a lack of exploration of the problem space. None of our subjects, including humans, immediately reverted to the payoff-dominant choice after having first experienced it. This was true whether they could or could not see their partners' choice when it was made and, in the case of humans, whether or not they could talk to their partner. This observation is clearly contrary to what would be expected if finding the payoff-dominant solution is the only thing required to solve this game. Moreover, this result indicates that there are really two aspects involved in successful performance. First is exploring the parameter space and locating the payoff-dominant outcome. In this, we saw great variability within each species, as indicated in our analysis of their overall results. Second is the ability of pairs to coordinate on that outcome once they have found it. This is explored in our analysis of the choices following the first Stag-Stag play. The data indicate that both of these aspects of the Assurance Game present challenges to all three species; obviously individuals who do not fully explore the parameter space may never find the payoff-dominant outcome, but even after this has been found, coordination is not assured.
While we are strongly in favour of testing additional primates (and non-primates) of all taxa, given these data, we predict that evidence will continue to favour a New World / Old World split in decision-making outcomes. We are also enthusiastic to see how the inclusion of different game features that may require other abilities, such as theory of mind, will affect species' play. We predict that such studies will serve to illuminate not only the phylogeny of decision-making, but also the cognitive requirements of different decision-making situations, as illustrated by various economic games. In particular, some rhesus monkeys were notable for their success, a pattern of results that clearly deserves additional investigation. One possibility for investigating these mechanisms is to see whether humans and rhesus monkeys differ in the flexibility with which they can switch between strategies. This question is more than academic; if humans and rhesus monkeys are using similar mechanisms (e.g. a cognitive homology), then we know that humans' abilities are built on a shared foundation that extends back at least as far as the split with Old World monkeys. On the other hand, if humans and rhesus monkeys have converged on similar outcomes despite using different cognitive mechanisms to reach those outcomes, then we can begin to investigate what shared social or ecological factors in humans' and rhesuses' environments selected for these outcomes.
Finally, uniquely among the primates, language is an important mechanism for solving coordination tasks in humans, much as additional information was used by all species in the Asynchronous task. In other words, we hypothesize that humans may use communication to transform a Synchronous task into an Asynchronous one by providing information about future moves. This may indicate that some underlying mechanisms, such as the ability to increase performance when cues are present, are conserved between humans and other primates, albeit with differing specific mechanisms. We also think the most likely explanation for the humans who did not communicate about (and thus did not solve) the task is not that they were incapable of doing so. Even subjects who did not solve the task spoke to one another. Instead, we propose that they thought that they had solved the task, did not see the necessity of exploring other options, and so did not converse about it. Future research aimed at determining which factors cause these different reactions may help to clarify both individual (e.g. personality) and contextual (e.g. social) factors that affect humans' ability to coordinate in such situations.
The picture that is emerging makes it clear that humans are not alone in their ability to find efficient, payoffmaximizing outcomes in a coordination game. Moreover, other species' behaviours can be measured using the same experimental mechanisms common in humansthat is, economic games-and results can be made comparable when procedures are equalized across species, including humans. Future work should be done to investigate how cognitive mechanisms interact with game structure, and whether there is homology in the underlying cognitive mechanisms or instead whether similar outcomes are reached in analogous ways. Finally, it will be interesting to see whether this similarity in outcome remains in other, more challenging decision-making situations.
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ENDNOTE

1
Though we should note that the former experiment involves more than two players with more than two potential actions, and the latter experiment uses a 3 Â 3 coordination experiment.
